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Being a mom is the ult imate job, but is so incredibly busy that moms need “48 hours a day.” This year, don’t  just give mom
flowers, but give her something she’ll use every day. She will think of you every t ime she uses it  and will forever be so
grateful for her favorite child in helping make life easier (or giving her something fabulous to show her colleagues at work and
BFF). Whether your mom loves to watch television, listen to music, enjoys storing all her family pictures and sharing them,
enjoys cooking or loves the latest and greatest smartphones, there are so many amazing tech gifts to choose from,
besides gift ing her flowers. So, think outside the bouquet and see below are some of the best of the best that tech has to
off.

Entertainment, Headphones

Plantronics Voyager 5200 and Portable Power is perfect for all moms who operate in noisy places such as the playground,
coffee shops, train stat ions, busy NYC street or airports. Plantronics, renowned for its top quality audio and wearable tech
products, launched the Voyager 5200 recently last month and also showcased at Pepcom, which is a top leader in
technology showcases of world’s most innovative companies. For those who love the Voyager Legend, the Voyager 5200 is
even more comfortable and provides clearer sound. Thanks to the Voyager 5200, there’s no excuse not to be able to do a
conference call effect ively, even amidst challenging call environments. Just imagine how wonderful it  is for being able to talk
confidently even in crazy busy NYC traffic, or biking against the wind. It ’s very comfortable, doesn’t  hurt the ears at all, and
the battery lasts all day long. Thanks to Plantronics’ portable power, which acts as a grab and go recharger with protective
case, users can enjoy 14 more hours of talk t ime.
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